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Not all species have been blessed with the cute face of a

panda, the power of a rhino or the majesty of an elephant.

More often than not it is these aesthetically pleasing animals

that get the most attention from the general public while the

less attractive species are often overlooked. Yet some of the

species we have an aversion to are indispensable to human

beings and form a fundamental part of our ecosystems.

he plight of rhino and elephant due to the

poaching crisis has taken over the media in

recent years, and rightly so. However people tend

to overlook those less charismatic species, hidden

in the soil, trees and plants that are also

threatened and need to be protected. Bees, worms, vultures,

bats, dung beetles and ants are just a few species that are

suffering, yet they have found little sympathy from the general

public. After all, why concern oneself with something you

cannot relate to or would rather not see? The answer is

simple: these species form the very basis of our ecosystems.

Without them animals further up the food chain, including

humans, will start to suffer as our ecosystems crumble and are

unable to sustain us.



Headline image of a lappet-faced vulture by ©Richard Towell.

As handsome as an ant gets

©Donald Jusa.

Copper dung beetle busy with the unenviable task of clearing up after messy

mammals

©Bernard Dupont.

Without the dung beetle,
Ngorongoro crater would be

a virtual cesspit

https://www.flickr.com/photos/48975388@N07/4496572337/in/photolist-npK27b-oxac9D-6Zte2-DZU5F-8D7SWj-5mdDzv-6ZtdZ-rjfQRU-6Zte3-a24b7L-a21iuR-a24b2Y-a24aWf-hUw5Po-jeQADs-7Rm7ig-bMVKGt-31Rtc-dp8jco-6Zte4-6Zuq7-9uPuDM-AQWeG-6Zuq8-6Zuq9-dzsdB2-qNYzbR-AbnXZ-r4TYgD-fdqVna-dbvaX8-ah8pUX-boTYXx-kUjZUT-kUkBLv-kUmEJd-fdr9xe-oNKs54-6RsVvz-kF1Fe9-dTTYUC-7riTHn-mzLNH-6wvu3h-dfE56R-6Rwvq7-6ZsbD-nhpaL9-i74EwM-5DCcJh
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Large_Copper_Dung_Beetle_(Kheper_nigroaeneus)_(13780464314).jpg


Take the dung beetle for example, an insect that is not only

crucial to ecology, but also to our economy. By restoring

nutrients back into the soil it helps improve the soil structure.

Studies estimate that dung beetles contribute approximately

$380m each year to the American economy as the work done

by dung beetles increases the available acreage for cattle

production by an estimated 5-10%. Dung beetle expert Dr

Joan Jaganyi says that the number of animals per square

kilometer that produce dung is far greater for Africa when

compared to north America. The higher temperatures in

Africa means the beetles reproduce faster and are more

efficient at nutrient recycling and contribute to improving

yields in pasture, grasslands and rangelands utilised by

domestic animals and wildlife; while at the same time,

reducing the impact of disease causing flies and other insects

that would breed and flourish in the dung. The disappearance

of this insect may not necessarily leave a void in our hearts but

it would most definitely leave one in our ecosystems.

http://dungbeetle.org.nz/benefits/


‘Vultures are the most important

species, along with bees’

Vultures are also highly important for our economy and

environment, yet they have sadly developed an evil

connotation by being depicted as the ‘bad guys’ in movies.

   ‘They are one of the only animals immune to diseases such

as anthrax, rabies and botulism. If other birds were to eat a

dead and sick animal in 30 to 60 minutes they would start to

spread diseases,’ says Maria Diekmann, founder of the Rare &

Endangered Species Trust in Namibia. ‘Vultures form a

fundamental part of our ecosystem because they help dispose

This look of dejection and misery is brought to you by the hooded vulture, a bird we should be very thankful for.

©P. Lindgren

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:African_Hooded_Vulture_(Necrosyrtes_monachus),_Kruger_National_Park.jpg


of carrion that would otherwise be a breeding ground for

disease.’

Yet today thousands of vultures are being killed, with the

Namibian population of Cape Vulture having decreased by 50-

80% in the last three years. ‘The biggest problem has

historically been farmers who put poisoned meat out for

carnivores. This resulted in the poisoned carcasses being eaten

by hundreds of vultures, and populations decimated. Today

another major problem has sprouted as elephant poachers

have realised that vultures circling above poached mammals

give their location away, so they have started to poison the

carcasses to remove vultures from the environment,’ says

Diekmann. ‘I would say that vultures are certainly the most

important species, along with bees.’

Despite being feared by humans for its sting, this little fella does us an enormous

service by pollinating the food we eat.

©“Psycho Delia”

https://www.flickr.com/photos/24557420@N05/14659860791/in/photolist-okrBSx-aZQswr-a7ypHU-oavaJK-d4qBvy-e9dZGo-8DMzjx-5mmCB3-6tugy9-o9TMLA-bFwxrV-nEuoSm-f2Gf3c-bMcKJ6-bu2Uur-c5B52E-fSmgUz-keqNav-qPrCeJ-8dqhY-dRR3HE-dUYdbD-btfYcA-fvrASe-qGo5HC-edXC21-6SHYEy-MVPoh-bEPEnU-6qfAYQ-utvVoC-dT6JQH-7MhFbY-56L8re-4wCyeg-byi5kw-cYVoAA-a6jK3a-qHecD9-8yRgVj-rpEwWp-asLo8u-tFqsrF-a7zZxt-ocHfCZ-geqSxG-7SD7Z7-eK9d63-gb8e6Z-aoAtgi
http://www.wildfrontiers.com/


Professor Dave Goulson, founder of the Bumblebee

Conservation Trust, backs this up. ‘About 80% of all the

flowering plants on Earth need animal pollination, and the

majority of this is done by bees of one sort or another. Of

course this includes many of our crops; without bees we

wouldn’t have tomatoes, runner beans, blueberries,

raspberries, peppers, courgettes or blackcurrants, to name just

a few.’

   The population in bees has seen a drastic decline and

although there are multiple reasons for this, the main threat

facing wild bees is a shortage of suitable food and nesting

habitat. Goulson believes that if people were to plant bee-

friendly flowers in their gardens, and move towards more

sustainable farming methods that are less dependent on heavy

use of pesticides, the future would look much brighter for our

bees.

   Sadly this is easier said than done. ‘People are very “size-ist”.

We are naturally drawn to large, cute, furry or feathery

creatures; so much conservation effort is focussed on pandas,

polar bears and ospreys. These creatures may be wonderful,

but actually they are much less relevant to human wellbeing

than the humble bee,’ Goulson says.

Cute creatures are much less
relevant to our wellbeing

than the humble bee



Pandas are not the beginning and the end

Biologist Simon Watts, founder of Ready Steady Science and

author of The Ugly Animals: We Can’t All be Pandas,

acknowledges that it is very hard to make people love things

that are ugly, but that people need to realise that pandas are

not the beginning and the end. In fact they are used as an

‘ambassador’ to help conserve the wider bamboo forests of

China, and as a symbol for wildife protection in general as is

Bees may be furry, but they sure aren’t cuddly.

©USGS Bee Inventory

https://www.flickr.com/photos/usgsbiml/15808676571/in/photolist-q5XAMa-otzTUq-tULL6x-e2K8t4-pofy2L-hkVkFu-4QLRAe-royQF7-7a465q-7witeh-rzhvNN-4fhrU1-2vQBzS-4j4kN3-ce3Quf-6H6zGS-dmhW1i-qLjTfU-btuZCm-frYCVp-q3rrTo-2qQgHL-6EbRLE-93Zkad-bA6MXB-2vHcXK-ckUTgq-5DqowB-6EgPRZ-oweVMu-oeV1uL-2GPGGN-fFZowF-b8XEAa-o2UsWK-nUAyQJ-tjjCoS-9H3152-7FxmqS-7ATCE4-bcUaZc-tjm9Lx-tATRpR-sDSz3g-4kpB1W-b8XGMt-df6wcf-2uvbDA-s9teyX-bbsGb2


the case with the World Wide Fund for Nature logo.

   ‘If we can get people interested in loving those species that

are beautiful and charismatic we can use this to help conserve

the wider picture. Conservation organisations use an animal

as a poster to protect their habitats which are home to

thousands of other species, ugly or not,’ Watts says.

   Watts believes that beautiful animals help tap into people’s

hearts, allowing them to appreciate and love nature. ‘The

truth is that charismatic creatures are an easy sell. They help

to cultivate a love of nature and love cultivates hope. Where

there is hope there is a wish to help.’

‘Then there are those keystone species that, if you were to

Bats are indispensable in controlling insect populations, pollinating plants and

dispersing seeds.

©Mathias Rodriguez

Bats save us more than $3.7
billion

every year

https://www.flickr.com/photos/matso/4118113394/in/photolist-7gUpD5-6YKe2g-8dnaXc-a81gFm-8augRu-6xa1Qu-63oWAF-6uoa88-3ZegAS-6Qfy3Y-oeP8Bt-8HZXDu-8XP1wo-8M7ZUX-krbfGM-od35R6-3W3zGo-4y8Asi-5Tittb-7GQBxE-dutR4W-9crriJ-5y8uuU-bNv1ma-8dLyvi-2iiigd-bzAmAN-8cR43a-dYsF5P-754zbG-8Gs7w9-2SraRi-8HHAZD-22Wg92-57tkD6-dYe6p1-cwL2H-hJPTf-56MRUE-8GnH6K-WL9vN-rBs79k-bNv1dF-2ZDH4f-X9d26-a2oSvC-9WjLv5-8dnb1P-4CyXUm-8HLJ8A


remove them from the environment, will cause our

ecosystems to fall apart. The best bet to save these species

would be through habitat preservation. If we look after the

habitats then everything else will take care of itself.’

   Bats are one of those ‘keystone species.’ They may not have

been blessed with the best of genes when it comes to their

appearance, but looks are deceiving as they play a

fundamental role in the health of our natural ecosystems,

human health and economies.

   Micaela Jemison, Communications Manager of Bat

Conservation International says that without bats the world

would be a ‘very different and a much poorer place.’ Bats are

crucial in our ecosystem as they help control insect

populations, pollinate plants and disperse seeds. Scientists

estimate that bats are worth more than $3.7 billion a year in

reducing crop damage and pesticide use. Yet sadly, the world

has become a very dangerous place for these animals, with

their unusual looks working against them.

Read more beneath the advert



This negative attitude towards bats may stem from the

difficulty many people find in comprehending their “unusual”

physical form. Seen as ambiguous creatures, both flying like

birds and possessing hair and teeth like mammals, people

struggle to identify with bats,’ Jemison says.

   Another keystone species that lacks the charisma to win

people’s hearts is the great white shark. Dr. Andy Cornish,

Leader of WWF and TRAFFIC Shark & Ray Initiative, believes

that humans tend to be more interested and compassionate

about animals that appear to have complex behaviours, such

as tigers, and that the public perception of great white sharks

is that they are simply “eating machines”.

   ‘The film Jaws has created a huge negative perception of the

species, which has lasted for decades,’ says Dr. Cornish. ‘So

much of man’s ignorance and mistreatment of the ocean is

due to the simple fact that we can’t easily observe the

http://limpopo-lipadi.org/introduction/


underwater realm with our own eyes, and research on the

great white shark has actually shown that they are complex

and intelligent animals.’

Although this species is listed as vulnerable to extinction on

the IUCN Red List, Dr. Cornish believes that attitudes towards

the species are improving in countries like the US and

Australia where they have started to receive a lot of media and

public conservation attention. As one of the most important

apex predators in marine ecosystems, great white sharks play

an important role in maintaining food webs, however they still

face a number of threats mainly through fishing

(commercially, caught as by-catch and sport fishing). They are

Without our toothy friend, the water would be a poorer place.

©Marine Dynamics Shark Tours

A decline in white shark
numbers will upset the

marine ecosystem

http://www.sharkwatchsa.com/en/home/


also sometimes deliberately killed to reduce the chances of

them harming humans near the coast. ‘Great whites are not

common, and this, combined with a low reproductive rate

means that even low rates of fishing can cause population

decline,’ Dr. Cornish says.

Experts do not quite know what would happen to the overall

marine ecosystem if great white sharks were to decline to such

a degree that they lose their functional role in the ecosystem.

‘What does seem very likely is that the marine ecosystem will

become unstable as predated species like seals increase in

number, and the seal’s prey then decreases and so on, in a

wave that is very difficult to predict as marine ecosystems are

so complex,’ Dr Cornish explains. ‘What we can be more sure

of (in a general way) is that the impacts will mostly be

negative, including that populations of some of the species of

fish we like to eat will decline.’

   While the aesthetically blessed species may attract tourists to

game reserves and make our world all the more colourful and

beautiful, it is those uglier species which often go under the

radar that form the basis of our ecosystems. It is the worms,

http://www.porini.com/


ants and dung beetles that restore our soils and allow crops to

cultivate. It is the bees and bats that pollinate our crops and

provide us with food, the vultures that reduce the spread of

diseases and the great white sharks that help keep our marine

ecosystems in balance. These species will most certainly not

win the beauty contest, but when it comes to ensuring that our

ecosystems, economy and environmental health are kept

intact, they really do deserve first prize.

About the author
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